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TEA CEREMONY 
PROLOGUE 
“If a man has no tea in him he is incapable of 
understanding truth and beauty” 
JAPANESE PROVERB 
Figure 1 : The Ryurei Style Tea Ceremony by Maiko Katsuru 
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Sunday morning and afternoon 
At Mount Coot-tha  
Winter Gardens 
 
Location in Brisbane  
of Chanoyu  
Ancient ritual 
 
Dating back more than 
One thousand years  
Of polished style 
 
The first tea leaves 
Brought from China by Priests 
For Temple use 
 
 
Learning the correct 
Preparatory steps 
Takes ten full years 
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Preparing and serving 
Matcha is 
Strictly choreographed 
 
The bitter tea is balanced 
By serving 
Traditional sweets 
 
The whole process concerns 
Aesthetic gentle serving 
From the heart 
 
Guests are considered 
By the host 
In every set gesture 
 
The host considers 
Shokyaku also 
By placing utensils 
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Figure 2: Traditional Tea Ceremony Utensils Arranged in accordance with 
strict Procedure 
 
Appreciating this  
Kind hospitality  
I sit and drink 
 
I realize I am 
An honoured recipient 
Of respect 
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A refined Japanese  
Ritual under 
Blue Queensland skies 
 
A calm civilized meeting 
Between two cultures 
East and West 
 
Figure 3: Calligraphy - "Cha Zen ichi mi" - "Tea and Zen are One Taste" 
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EPILOGUE 
“Tea ... is a religion of the art of life.” 
KAKUZO OKAKURA [1862-1913] 
A Japanese Scholar who contributed greatly to the 
development of the arts in Japan and their comprehension 
abroad. Born in Yokohama, he attended Tokyo Imperial 
University, founded the Japan Art Institute and in 1910 
became the first Head of the Asian Art Division of the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Outside Japan, he had an 
impact on important figures including Philosopher Martin 
Heidegger and Poet Ezra Pound. 
 
Figure 4: Further Image of ritual serving of Tea 
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Figure 5: Customary Method of preparing Chanoyu 
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NOTES ON THE POEM 
The Poem is a tribute to the ancient Tea Ceremony which 
the Poet, Dr Vaughan, attended out-of-doors on Sunday 
afternoon 19 August 2012 in gardens surroundings in 
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 
Carried out by experts from Kyoto, Japan, representing 
the Grand Master of the art, Dr Vaughan was given sweets 
and then the bowl of slightly bitter green tea in 
accordance with traditional precepts.  
As is the custom, upon receipt of the bowl containing 
the tea, the Guest rotates the bowl in his or her left 
hand clockwise for 180 degrees, drinks the contents, 
wipes away with one finger the tea from the point of 
drinking, rotates the bowl anti-clockwise 180 degrees to 
the position in which the Guest received the bowl, 
admires the elegant image fired on to the side of the 
ceramic bowl facing the Guest, hands back the empty bowl 
to the Host and then bows to show respect for the 
considerate, welcoming hospitality the Guest has just 
enjoyed.  
Participation in the Ceremony is much more than 
attending a pleasant “tea party.”It is a profound 
expression of Japanese culture as shaped by Zen Buddhist 
philosophy. This philosophy, which permeates the entire 
Ceremony, is predicated on four key concepts and 
practices – first “WA”(“Harmony”); second 
“JEI”(“RESPECT”); third “SEI”(“PURITY”); and 
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fourth “JAKU”(“TRANQUILITY”). It is these four 
principles that are given formal structure and practical 
application by the Ceremony itself. Each Guest is 
invited to empty his or her mind of worldly concerns, to 
concentrate solely on what is happening before him or 
her, to purify his or her mind, to attain tranquil calm 
from the rush and bustle external to the Ceremony and to 
demonstrate respect for his or her Host and all other 
Guests at the Ceremony. Upon leaving the venue, each 
Guest is expected to feel uplifted by the experience and 
be at peace with the world. 
There were scores of Japanese and Australian attendees 
at the Mt Coot-tha Ceremony, which, in its shortened 
version, took approximately 20 minutes to implement. 
Ordinarily, in a usual indoor setting, typically 
arranged with great simplicity and austere lack of 
decor, the Ceremony, from preparation to implementation, 
would take some four to five hours. Such is the extent 
of the demanding and exact ritual procedures laid down 
by the Grand Master as shaped by centuries of tradition. 
Dr Vaughan, upon bowing to his Host, left the Pavilion 
in the Japanese Gardens of Mt Coot-tha, paused to 
reflect upon a water course fashioned according to 
Japanese design, composed his thoughts and then walked 
to the Bus Stop to take him back to the Central Business 
District of Brisbane. He felt privileged to have been 
part of a gift from an ancient Eastern culture from 
which the West still has much to learn. 
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All Hosts and Hostesses at the Ceremony dress according 
to traditional style, with clothing (robes for the men 
and kimonos for the women) drawn from 16
th
 Century 
fashion. Such styles of dress add to the uniquely 
Japanese nature of the occasion and create an 
appropriate atmosphere for the special event. 
The precision with which this richly cultural event 
takes place bears close observation, in order to learn 
and understand the significance of what is transpiring 
in front of each Guest. 
 
Figure 6: Women dressed in beautiful traditional Kimonos wear different 
colours and styles depending upon each of the Four Seasons. 
 
 
